
Project Brief
Why are old, ruined buildings of the past still ever so fascinating? Ancient landmarks have always attracted people from all over the world for generations to marvel 
at its beauty. There is something about the cracked walls and broken facades that narrate the story of its own history and time. These monuments show the power and 
importance of the regions they belong to. 
From my experience, for the first time going into the depth of the ocean and seeing a broken boat that was lying there for many years was a mirror of those historical 
monuments and landmarks that withstood the test of time. 
The old broken elements such as traditional wooden boats remaining from the past can be inspiration in architecture to design a fish market that pictures the history of 
three important traditional professions of the UAE.  The people involved in these professions laid the primary foundation of the UAE by going to the sea for catching 
fish, pearling, or building boats. These were the fisherpersons, boat builder, and pearl divers who lived on or by the sea.  
Today’s young generations of the UAE have lost their interest in traditional fishing, diving and old ways of boat building. These are the traditional professions of the 
UAE that are now nearly lost. Moreover, the current Fish markets in the UAE are losing their appeal and authenticity by moving the market to large supermarkets. This 
leads young generation to be disconnected from their own heritage.
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Project Goal
My objective is to bring back people to their own heritage by designing a fish market that makes a central point 
of a complex that includes a maritime museum, fishing and diving centers, educational crafting centers, seafood 
restaurants, as well as Dubai Creek customs for the incoming vessels. These programs are connected to each other 
by bridge crossing the central Fish market. This allows the visitors to be connected to the Fish market as they move 
from one program to another. The bridges are elevated so that the visitors can experience the ambience of the Fish 
market not only from a horizontal level but also from a vertical viewpoint. In order to take the people back to the 
sea, the sea itself is forming the main part of the design, surrounding the Fish market. This conveys a sense of unity 
with the traditional Fish markets of the past that were located at the shores of the Creek.  This project will engage 
young generation with the history and it is an appreciation of the “Father of the Coast”.
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